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3-Dimensional Surface Simulation

Gaohong Xie iVLSc.

Abstract

The construction and simulation of a solid surface is the issue that arise in nu
merous applications. This report deals with three basic surfaces of structures, Plane,
cylindrical surface and spherical surface. To simulate the surfaces, their data struc
ture are discussed, a general approach to define some parameters, such as outward
normal vector, tagential vectors and rate of change of normal vector to tangential
vectors are developed and described in detail.
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1 Introduction

The requirement for geometric modelling of solid surfaces arises in numerous areas such as
graphical image, surface interpolation and computer aided design [1]. In engineering, the
frequently used finite element method in 3-dimensional problems needs definitions on the
surfaces and other parameters for the descriptions of constraints, friction and the calcula
tion of tangent stiffness matrix. For example, in the finite element analysis of deep drawing
process with software package ABAQUS, the user has to define rigid surfaces by an user
interface subroutine RSURFU, in which the following definitions have to be supplied to
ABAQUS:

1. The coordinates of closest point on the rigid surfaces (penetration point) to the given
deformed point.

2. The Euclidean distance between the deformed point and penetration point on rigid
surfaces.

3. The local surface geometry defintions of rigid surface at penetration point, which include
normal vector, tangential vectors and rate of normal vector to tangential vectors.
In most cases, programming such an interface subroutine for a complex geometry is labour
cost and error pron, therefore, a general approach is described based on an assumption that
any 3-dimensional surface can be classified as union sets of planes, spherical or cylindrical
surface parts.

The usual starting point for defining a solid model is provided by a description of the surface
as a series of slices or sections. To make algorithm simple and efficient, we describe the
basic surface as a single section instead of some kind of patch without losing any generality.
The method is valid as long as the considered surface is one or combination of three basic
surface sections: planar bounded planes, bounded partial cylindrical side surfaces and
partial spherical surfaces. For planes and cylinders, they can be easily described in local
coordinate systems, however, local defined orthogonal vectors will be rotation dependent
when mapping procedure from local coordinate system to global coordinate system is
employed to transfer local definitions into global definitions, therefore, in the following
sections, the descriptions are refered to global frame.

2 Bounded Planes

In engineering structures, most surfaces can be expressed by bounded 3-D planar planes.
The bounded plane usually can be viewed as a simple polygon via its node vertices as in Fig
1. The data structure for bounded plane, therefore, is an ordered set of points {pdi=I...n
. The outward normal from view of specified point can be specified by the order of points
{pd. It is noticed that a bounded plane at least has three vertice points (triangle).
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Figure 1: Representation of a bounded plane. simple polygon

For each given point P we want to determine a point Pi, the penetration point on bounded
plane (see Fig. 2), which satisfy:

(1)

Where d(X, Y) is the Euclidean distance between the two points X and Y. To find pro
jection point Pi of a given point P on the plane, we choose three vertices of polygon
Pi-I, pi, Pi+I which are not in a common line as shown in Fig. 3. The following equations
results three linear equations about coordinates of projection point Pi

(2)

For bounded planes, we need to decide that this projection point Pi is inside bounded plane
(polygon) or outside polygon. The problem is termed as point inclusion in computational
geometry. Several algorithms are available as described in [2]. The mostly used methods
are intersection method and slab method. In intersection method, the outside polygon
point Po is choosen, then find intersection numbers between line segment po Pi and polygon
(see Fig. 4). If the times of intersection are odd numbers, the point Pi is inside polygon
else it is outside polygon.

In slab method, the bounded plane is divided into triangles (star shaped polygon), there
fore, point inclusion problem is transformed to that checking a given point is inside a
triangle or outside it as shown in Fig. 5.

If the projection point is_outside the polygon, then other sections are considered. The
plane's outward normal N is determined either by the vector from given point P to pro
jection point Pi or by two ordered polygon side vectors since they are ordered in certain
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Figure 2: Projection of points on bounded planes

p

Figure 3: Find projection Pi of a given point P
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Po

Figure 4: Point inclusion problem
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p

Figure 5: Slab method for Point inclusion problem

direction.

(3)

(4)

- -N.TI = 0

x 2 + y2 = 1

While the projection point is in the bounded plane, then the first tangential vector T1 is
set with components (x, y, 0) while second tangential vector is decided by right hand rule

of vector cross product as T2 = iJ * TI • Components x, y of vector TI can be solved from
the following equations:

The rate of normal vector to tagential vectors is calculated via:

aN - - -aT = (aNx/aT, aNy/aT, aN)aT) (5)

Here Nx, Ny, N: are components of vector Non global axises, and aNdaT = aNdaXi cos CYi
with Xi = X, y, z and cos CYi direction cosine of vector f.

3 Bounded Cylindrical Surface

Bounded cylindrical side surface (with two ends surfaces vertical to the axis) is expressed by
a pair sets of three points (PI, P2, P3), (P4, ps, P6 ), wi th P2, ps middle points of arc (PI, P2, P3)
and (P4,PS,P6) as in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Cylindrical side surface

concave convex

Figure 7: Shape of cylindrical surface from deformed material point view

Although the radius of cylinder can be calculated from the pair sets of points' coordinates,
the radius is normally known as input. The cylinderical axis can be expressed by two
center points of the arcs. To define its outward normal from the view of deformed material
point which will contact with cylindrical surface, another parameter which describe the
shape of cylindrical surface (convex and concave) is needed as in Fig. 7.
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Figure 8: Intersection of cylindrical axis and the plane

To decide whether the given point has a projection point on cylindrical surface, the bounded
planes through points (PI, P2, P4, Ps) and (P2' P3, Ps, P6) are used to calculate the given
point's projection point on the two planes (see also Fig. 6). Since the one to one mapping
between the two bounded planes and bounded cylindrical side surface. The problem of
whether the given point has a projection point on cylindrical side surface is transformed
to whether a given point has a projection point on two bounded planes. The cylindrical
surface's axis can calculated via the data of cylindrical surface, the center coordinates of
arc on the plane which vertical to the cylindrical's axis and pass the given point is found
by finding the intersection point of the axis and the plane as in Fig. 8.
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Figure 9: Projection point of cylindrical surface

The projection point c on the cylindrical side surface of a given point p can be calculated
by finding the point c on cylindrical surface, which divide the vector op to a ratio R/d(0, p).
Here R is the radius of cylindrical surface and d( 0, p) is the distance between points 0 and
p. (see Fig. 9)

The outward normal vector iJ then can be easily defined by vector po or op according to
the shape of cvlindrical surface. As in plane's case the first tangential vectors f l is set
as (x, y, 0), and use equations(3) and (4) to decide f l while the second tangential vector
is decided by right hand rule of vector cross product as T2 = iJ * fl. Other parameters
followed the same methods as described in plane's case.
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1/2

Figure 10: Bounded inclusion planes for 1/2 and 1/4 part of spherical surface

4 Spherical Surface Representation

Any bounded spherical surface can be expressed by its center position, its radius and the
portion value. In actual structures, usually 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 parts of spherical surface is used
to connect structure surfaces smoothly. For different portions, the algorithm first construct
the bounded planes which include the spherical parts (see Fig. 10, 11).
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1/8

Figure 11: Bounded inclusion plane for l/S part of spherical surface

The necessary condition for a point to have a projection point on the spherical parts is
this point has projection on the bounded planes. If the necessary condition satisfied, then
the calculated projection point have to be checked to see that it is inside the portion part
or not. If it is inside the portion part, the parameters can be calculated in the same way
as in plane's case. If it is outside spherical portion part, then its projection point can be
found in other surfaces.

5 Simulation of Rigid Surface in Plate Deep Drawing

In plate deep drawing process, the rigid surfaces are the contact surfaces of houlder as
in Fig. 12, die as in Fig. 13 and punch as in Fig. 14. For this given configuration
of tool geometry, the user needs to define each objects' contact surfaces and rewrite the
subroutines for specifying the oncoming contact object. The algorithms for the simulation
of rigid surface in deep drawing tool geometry are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.
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6 Conclusions

The surfaces normally used in engineering structures can be classified as a union set of
different elements namely bounded planes, bounded cylindrical side surfaces and part of
spherical surfaces. The data structure for representation these surfaces are discussed, the
general approach to define some parameters on these surfaces are developed. The methods
described here can be easily implemented into existing codes, such as ABAQUS.
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Figure 15: Flow of algorithm for plate deep drawing process
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Figure 16: Flow of algorithm for plate deep drawing process
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